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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates ←Provide 1 2 3 ... 7 Next→ Visit the help section or contact us The picture is not available forColor: Perfect plastic drinking glasses How often have you arrived with broken drinking glasses after a party? Broken glass glasses are wasteful and can pose a health risk if you have children
running around. Now you can fully enjoy drinks with family and friends; you have an indestructible and safer alternative. Premium quality material Not as cheap thin, or colored plastic cup, this plastic cup is made from quality food, 100% non-toxic, and eco-friendly acrylic; will not harm human health; crystal-clear, with the appearance of
glass, but without any of the risks of glass. Tumblers unbreakable completely shatterproof, tumblers will not break or chip when dropped or overturned, perfect for sleepy or shaky hands; these are the ideal set of plastic cups for children (of all ages!) to enjoy without worrying accident could lead to injury. Round edge and flat bottom 3mm
thick cup wall with round and smooth rim, will not hurt lips and fingers; get up properly without excess plastic on the flat bottom; Acrylic glasses can be stacked and stored without taking extra space. Ideal capacity for daily use 350ml capacity, good size and comfortable to hold, can be used for children drinking cups, plastic picnic cups,
camping tumblers cups, travel cup, water cups, coffee cups, teacups, milk cups, juice cups, whiskey cups, plastic cocktail bottle, even used as a tumbler toothbrush / cup of water. Plastic Spectacles Set of 4 Product Specifications: - Capacity: 350ml, Pack 4 - Size: 5 * 8.3 * 11.5cm (Bottom Diameter * Diameter Up * Height) - Material:
Premium AcrylicNotes Quality Although the cup is durable and reusable, for long-term use, please avoid contact with sharp objects when cleaning, it is recommended to slowly wash your hands with cloth. Image unavailable forColor: © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Tritan Plastic Highball Tumbler $410ml 7.7.m. 50 Tritan
Plastic Medium Tumbler 270ml $6.50 Tritan Plastic Shot Glass 2.95 Tritan Plastic Martini Glass $6.50 Tritan Plastic Shot Glass $2.95 Tritan Plastic Martini Glass $6.50 Tritan Plastic Glass Glass 2.95 Tritan Plastic Martini Glass $6.50 Tritan Plastic Shot 2.95 Tritan Plastic Martini Glass 180ml $6.50 Tritan Plastic Shot Glass $2.95 Tritan
Plastic Martini Glass 180ml $6.5 7.95 Tritan Plastic Champagne Glass 170ml $7.95 Tritan Plastic Wine Glass 210ml $7.95 Plastic Stemless Wine Glass 300ml $7.95 Page 2 Without Vodka is the most popular go-to liquor for cocktails, martinis, and highballs. Liquor is a basic spirit with no inherent flavour. Vodka pairs well and blends
easily with countless recipes that include a wide range of interesting ingredients. Vodka drinks are best when the liqueur is cold at the beginning of the mixture. You can keep a bottle in the fridge, or chill a room temperature bottle in the freezer for 10 to 15 minutes before making a drink. The first half of our top 10 vodka recipes are the
well-established ones and most often asked for drinks featuring vodka. The second half of the Top 10 vodka recipes are those very popular drinks for their combination of delightful flavors and most suitable for our Western Australian environment. That means they include the sweet and tart flavors of our generous fruits. These recipes are
diverse enough that everyone will be sure to find one or more that please their taste buds. Feel free to try them all to find your favorite. The following recipes are presented using Vodka+, one of our premium Australian vodka, but you can make these drinks with any brand of non-flavored, premium vodka. There are 10 or fewer ingredients
used in each recipe and the preparation time is less than 10 minutes. I left out the guesswork. Each recipe includes the amount of each ingredient needed, to combine the ingredients, and what type of plastic swish cups is best used to serve the drink in for appearance and taste. TOP 5 BEST INTERNATIONAL VODC BEVERAGES 1.
COSMOPOLITAN Ingredients for a cocktail: In a cocktail shaker filled with ice, Combine the following: 1/2 ounce fresh lemon juice 1 ounce cranberry juice 1/2 ounce Triple Sec 1.5 ounces Vodka + Shake well until outside shaker is cold to touch Strain mix in a Swish Tritan plastic Martini glass without the use of any ice cubes Use a few
blueberries on a stick or a slice of lemon or lime to garnish drink 2. VODKA COLLINS Ingredients for a cocktail: 1.5 ounces Vodka + 1.5 ounces of a sweet and sour blend 5 ounces of Club Soda Ice Cubes Place several ice cubes in a Swish Tritan plastic medium Tumbler Glass Pour Vodka over ice Add sweet and sour Mix and Club Soda
Mix, drink and enjoy 3. VODKA MARTINI Ingredients for a martini: 3 ounces Vodka + 3/4 ounces of Dry Vermouth Lemon Peel Ice Cubes Place several ice cubes in a Swish Tritan Plastic Martini Glass Add Vermouth and Vodka in a Swish Tritan Plastic Stackable Tumbler Glass Stir liquid 30 seconds Leave the drink to stand for a minute
while rubbing the lemon zest around the martini glass rim Strain the shaken drink into the martini glass and drop the lemon zest into the sip drink this classic drink to savor the taste 4. BLOODY MARY HIGHBALL Ingredients for a highball: 1.5 ounces Vodka + 1 celery strain for garnish 1 lemon wedge for garnish 1 pinch Ground Pepper 1
inch Salt Ice Cubes 3 ounces Bloody Mary Mix - If you don't have Pre-mix, you can make a mixture with: 3 ounces tomato juice .5 ounces lemon juice 1 dash Worcestershire Sauce 1 pinch Celery Salt Hot sauce to taste Fill a Swish Tritan Plastic Highball Tumbler bottle with ice Pour into Vodka and Bloody Mary Mix or your own mix In the
bottle Mix well liquid Sprinkle the drink with salt and pepper Place a stalk of celery in the glass Garnish the edge of the glass with a lemon wedge Sip and savor the tongue pleasant highball 5. Screwball Screwball for a highball: 1.5 ounces Vodka + 1 small bottle of ice cubes orange juice fill a swish Tritan plastic highball tumbler glass with
ice cubes Pour into vodka and orange juice to taste Sip through a paper straw, relax and enjoy the refreshing pick-me-up TOP 5 featured trendy vodka recipes for Western Australians 1. SEX ON HIGHBALL PLAJA (Love this tropical name) Ingredients for a highball: 1.5 ounces Vodka + .5 ounce peach Schnapps 1.5 ounces pineapple or
orange juice 1.5 ounces Cranberryy Juice 1 Orange Wedge or paper umbrella for Garnish Ice Cubes Place all liquid ingredients in a shaker with several ice cubes Shake until outside shaker is cold Strain into a Swish Tritan Plastic Highball Tumbler glass over ice cubes Garnish to your liking Sip, savory, and feel the cold ocean breeze 2.
GIGGLE JUICE MARTINI (A pleasant delight party) Ingredients for eight cocktails:Lemon Wedges to rim sugar cocktail glasses to rim glasses 1 bottle Moscato (750 ml) 3 cups Pink Lemonade 1 can Lemon-Lime Soda 1 cup Vodka + 2 cups slices of strawberry 1 lemon, sliced into half-month pieces Ice cubes Rub lemon wedge around the
edge of Swish Tritan Plastic Martini Glasses Dip glass rims in sugar Combine ingredients in a large jug Add ice cubes and mix Pour into the eight glasses Sip this party pick-me-up, relax and giggle the evening away 3. MIDORI SOUR COCKTAIL (Smooth melon flavoured sour mixture) Ingredients for a cocktail: 1 ounce Midori 1 ounce
Vodka + .5 ounces freshly squeezed lemon juice .5 ounces lemon juice freshly squeezed 1 bottle of soda water at the top drink 1 Lemon Wedge for garnishing Ice cubes Place ice cubes in a Swish Tritan Plastic Medium Tumbler Glass Pour Midori , Vodka, lemon juice, and lemon juice in the glass and mix Top drink with mineral water
Garnish with lemon wedge Sip and savor the sweet pleasant flavor 4. GREYHOUND DRINK (A cocktail of spicy grapefruit vodka) Ingredients for four cocktails: 6 ounces of Vodka + 1 large freshly squeezed Pink grapefruit juice 1 large freshly squeezed Lemon juice 2 cans Ginger Ale (355 ml each) Grapefruit ice cubes and lime slices for
garnish Ice cubeed places in four Swish Tritan Plastic Medium Tumbler Glasses Pour 1.5 ounces Vodka into each glass of grapefruit Divide and lemon juices among the four top glasses off each glass of ginger Garnish each glass with grapefruit and sip lime slices and savor this easy cocktail to stir in all seasons of year 5. STRAWBERRY
VODKA DAIQUIRI (A sweet fruit cocktail) Ingredients for four cocktails:3/4 cup Vodka + .5 cup lemon juice 3 tablespoons sugar 1 Pint Fresh 1.5 cups ice cubes Place the first ice cubes in a blender Add other ingredients in a blender on top of the ice cubes Use the pulse button a few times to start breaking ice If the blender has an ice or
frozen selection, use it when to reduce ice cubes into small pieces After pulsing, set the blender at high speed, keeping the selection on ice or frozen Continue mixing until the mixture is smooth and the ice pieces are small or dissolved Remove the jug from the blender, pull the bottom of the jug off the counter twice so that the mixture
settles Replace the jug on the base of the blender and stir again for 10 to 20 seconds to break down any pieces of ice or strawberries remaining in the mixture Remove the jug and shake gently as to pour to loosen the mixture and leave to slide easily Pour into four Swish Tritan plastic Highball Tumbler Glasses Garnish each glass with a
slices of fresh strawberries Enjoy aromatic, fruity cocktail with a meal, at a cookout, during Happy Hour with a cheese and cracker platter, or anytime you want to kick back with a sweet, cocktail pleasing our editors of independent research, testing, and recommendthe best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We
may receive commissions for purchases made from our chosen links. Whether you take a quick glass of water after a jog morning or serving specialty cocktails for your party dinner guests, no kitchen is complete without a good set of drinking glasses. But today, drinking glasses built from traditional glass are no longer the only option.
Plastic glasses, which are lightweight and less prone to breakage, have begun to gain popularity. Even the glass drink has evolved: the tempered glass, for example, is resistant to heat shocks, can contain both hot and cold drinks, and when it breaks, it does it in small cubes instead of shards. In addition, many sets of glass are now
unleaded. Of course, there are many shapes and sizes of drinking glasses available in addition to the tumbler shape, such as highball, goblet, cocktail, and more. To help sift through all the options, here's our list of the best drinking glasses for your home kitchen. This 16-piece set is all you need for everyday use or for parties. The set
includes eight glasses of 16.25-ounces and eight shorter 12.25-ounce ice glasses rocks, so you will always have one ready for water, cocktails, iced tea, or water. The shape is classic, with a weighted bottom for stability, but a simple modern form to work with any type of drink or cocktail. The set is unleaded and is manufactured in the US
and is safe for dishwasher. Reviewers note that this is a large set of glasses at an affordable price. Clear glasses are great to see what you're drinking, but that doesn't mean you have to completely lack color. These 13.25 ounces each have a different color on the bottom, adding a little fun and making it easier for diners to know which
bottle is theirs when they set it next to another glass. Because color is an integral part of the bottle, it will not wash or fade. The weighted bottom helps to keep the glasses stable and feel them substantial in hand. The waves on the bottom of the bottle help manage the sweat that occurs with a hot day cold drink. The set includes six
glasses. They are safe for the dishwasher for easy cleaning. A set of shorter, matching glasses is also available. For anyone who wants a classic design for their drinking glass, this Picardy glass from Duralex is the clear winner. Duralex is a French company that pioneered hardened glass, so know that this glass not only has a beautiful
vintage inspired style, but is also incredibly robust. The glasses themselves can withstand heat shock from -4 degrees Fahrenheit to 212 degrees Fahrenheit. That means that in addition to being safe dishwasher these glasses are good to be used in the microwave or refrigerator as well. Duralex hardened glass is also resistant to stains,
odors and scratches. It's a long-lasting glass to be sure. This set includes six 12-ounce glasses perfect for water, tea or any other beverages. Duralex also makes a variety of other sizes, including cocktail glasses, espresso cups, and juice glasses. So no matter what the glassware needs, there is a Picardy style glass that will fit. The
glasses are made in France, and we would expect no less from the original French cumbler. Need to equip the entire glass cabinet in one shot? This is the set to choose from. The 12-piece collection is equipped with three different glass sizes. And you'll get four glasses of each size. (Which means you might want to order two sets if you
know you'll need eight drinks at any time.) While you might expect plastic for this price point, they are made of high quality glass and come with a high polka dot pattern. The model however is on the inside of the glassware, so they will not help with the grip. Included in the set are 17-ounce highball glasses, 13-ounce double-fashioned
glasses, and 7-ounce juice glasses, which means that all drinking needs are covered in this one set. Glasses are also stackable to save on cabinet space and dishwasher safely to make post-dinner cleaning even easier. Galaxy also has several other sets where this combination of glassware is not right for you. And if you want colors, be
sure to check out the rainbow set of highball or juice glasses. For those who are willing to spend a little more on their glassware, this set of four drinking glasses from Libbey, is an easy choice. Hard, weighted bottom made for glasses that will not beat over easily while also providing a more refined aesthetic. The glasses are also on the
larger side, holding a full 18 ounces of your favorite drink. This set only comes with four glasses, so if you want a closet, you'll have to order a few sets. You can feel good about your purchase knowing that all Libbey glassware is manufactured in the USA. Libbey also sells this glass in a size for juice or cocktails and in a color called
smoke, which is a slightly gray nuted glass. Both styles are safe for dishwasher for easy cleaning. While drinking plastic cups are probably not the number one choice for parties, sometimes they can come in handy for everyday drinking needs. Whether you like to dine on a patio or veranda, or simply tend to break glasses easily, plastic
can be a good solution. Fan favorite, Tervis hosts drinks in a 16-ounce glass while also keeping liquids cold (or hot) and sweat-free outside. They are made from BPA-and melamine-free construction, so they are safe for the whole family to use. You can order a simple set or be more creative with some of their personalized or more
holiday-oriented reasons. Whatever you decide – these glasses will be your new favorite and are guaranteed to last a lifetime. The final verdict Our top choice is Libbey Polaris 16-Piece Tumbler Spectacles Set. Unleaded glasses have a stylish design and robust construction. If you're on a budget, go for the Galaxy Glassware 12-Piece
Set. In addition to being cheap, they are durable and elegant. Writer and former editor Anthony Irizarry is an expert in all things home products, from appliances to new versions of the market. He is passionate about food and knows a thing or two about the best new products for your kitchen, as he has spent years researching and
reviewing kitchen products for a number of publications. He's also a proud foodie. Safety of the dishwasher: While washing glasses in a dishwasher is the easiest option, if you do not use a lot of glassware, it is also easy to sand, rinse and dry glasses, especially if you do not fill the dishwasher every day. Consider whether it is important
for you to make drinking glasses safe for the dishwasher. Child-friendly: If you have children, it is wise to consider whether the drinkware you choose will be easy for them to hold-and if it is robust enough to cope with small bumps and accidents. Design: Of course, you are going to choose the drinkware that you like, but if you want to limit
the number of glasses you own, it's a good idea to choose the ones you can use every day with your normal crockery and probably even with the nice crockery that you take out just for special occasions. Occasions.
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